Hello and welcome to our latest preview,

In this packed issue we have loads of great new items including Sliced, Light, Magical Appearing Card and Crazy Coin Funnel. Also, loads of used magic and books are listed, as well as our latest ‘Premier Range’ item—Deluxe Wooden Pool Ball Vase.

We will be at the ‘Real Magic Roadshow’ in Leeds 22nd September and ‘Kidology’ on the 24th September, if you are going to any of these great events, call by and say hello

If you have any questions, please get in touch!

Magically Yours,

Mark Lee MMC            Phil Peters MMC             Nathan James

15 The Springs, Wakefield, West Yorkshire, WF1 1QE
Tel : 01924 339933      email : merlins@btconnect.com
www.merlinswakefield.com

A REAL MAGIC SHOP YOU CAN VISIT ALL YEAR ROUND

Sliced by Steve Cook and Mark Lee
Two sets of five ESP cards are freely shown. One set is placed into an envelope. A spectator selects one of the ESP symbols from the remaining set, let’s say, they choose ‘the circle’ The magician takes a razor blade and drops it into the envelope along with the first set of ESP cards, the envelope is handed to a spectator and they are asked to give it a shake. The envelope is retrieved and the contents tipped onto the table. The five ESP cards fall out along with the razor blade; however, one of the cards has been sliced completely in two! The selected symbol—£20.00

LIGHT (Gimmicks and Online Instruction)
by Mickael Chatelain
Performed at his @Real Magig Roadshow lecture at the Blackpool Magic Convention in 2019 in front of more than 650 magicians, LIGHT won over all, both professional and amateur!
Take out your deck of cards. Offer them for examination and have them shuffled. A card is freely chosen and even signed, if you wish. While your spectator is signing the card, you remove a light bulb from your pocket. Rub it on your arm, explaining that you're charging it with electricity. Your spectator will begin to get curious, but you're not done! You then take the same bulb and screw it into the middle of the card case! The deck is placed face down on the table next to the card case. No one (and this is true) knows where the spectator's card is in the deck. Show your hand empty. You then bring one card at a time towards the light bulb. One by one, the cards touch the bulb. Suddenly, one and only one card makes the light bulb react by lighting up! Pull the card away, the light bulb goes out! Bring the card towards it again, and the bulb lights up! You try with other cards, but nothing happens. Only one card - ONE card - causes the bulb to turn on. Turn over the card! You guessed it; it's the spectator's signed, selected card! To finish, hand out EVERYTHING (bulb, card, card case) for examination! Your spectators will find NOTHING—£33.00
Mind Power Deck by John Kennedy Magic
Spread a deck of cards face up on the table and ask a spectator to look at any card. No one could possibly know his card because he never touches or names it. You concentrate, then slowly but surely "read his mind" and name the card! You can repeat it immediately and it will become even more baffling. In fact, even if several people simultaneously look at different cards, you can read each person's mind and name their card correctly every time! John Kennedy's Mind Power Deck is so eerie, so impossible, your audience will be convinced that you possess a sixth sense. Mind Power Deck can be shown as a normal deck of fifty two cards and even be handled by a spectator without them noticing anything unusual. Yet you'll be able to "read their minds" correctly every time. And there's no system to memorize because the deck does the work for you. You'll absolutely love this trick! These are new "Extra Professional Quality" decks made for us by the U.S. Playing Card Company. They are casino quality with an extra fine cut for superior spreading. Available in red Bicycle backs only—£37.50

X—RAY TUBES IN BRASS
A spectator is given a dice and a brass tube with a lid. Whilst you turn away, you ask them to remove the lid and place the die inside the tube, remember the face up number, and replace the lid. You now show a slightly larger tube with a lid. The smaller tube is now placed in the larger one, so the die is sealed and completely out of sight. You now ask them to concentrate on the number, and even though you can’t see through the tubes, you correctly name their number LIMITED EDITION—£18.00

COPPER/SILVER/BRASS Transpo by Tango
The magician displays three coins - a silver coin (10p) a copper coin (2p), and a 2 euro coin. The magician places the three coins in his left hand and closes the hand. Then, takes a silver coin and places it in the right hand. Incredibly, when he opens the left hand the silver coin is there. While opening the right hand, the two different coins are there. The magician say that he will repeat it, and does so with the coins transposing at will. As a bonus to thank you for your purchase, Tango has included in this package a link to Tangopedia, a four-hour instructional video. This video includes basic instructions for more than 50 gimmick coin routines using a variety of our specialty coins such as Expanded Shell-Coins, Copper/Silver/Brass, Scotch and Soda, Pen Through Coin, Folding Coins, Okito Boxes, and more. From this video you will learn the basics of using your new Tango Magic products as well as gaining insight into the amazing of possibilities the Tango line of coins provides—£55.00
There are different versions of this effect - this set uses a 10p, 2p and a 2 Euro Coin!

BENDER BY COLLECTORS WORKSHOP
The story begins with a Gellerism and a forgotten motel key. The routine is designed to allow the spectator to think that HE bent the key while it was in his hands. A very well thought out, well executed, simple routine with no special gimmicks to hide, etc. You receive the props, a wonderful routine, complete instructions, and guaranteed performance value—£22.00

DIE CAST - MERLINS EXCLUSIVE
A deck of cards is spread across the table and a spectator freely slides a card out from the spread. The spectator can change their mind if they wish. Once the spectator is happy, they look at, and remember their selected card. They now bury the selected card back into the spread. The cards are squared and a die is introduced. The die is blank (no spots). The magician explains that the spectator will need to use their imagination. The deck is dealt into six even piles and the spectator rolls the die and calls out the number rolled! and packets of cards are eliminated, and then individual cards, all under the spectators total control. Finally, one card remains, the spectator names the card selected for the first time, the lone card is turned face up and is found to be the spectators selection—£20.00
The Magic of Slydini by Lewis Ganson
Lewis Ganson’s The Magic of Slydini is, perhaps, one of the most influential magic books ever. Many of its routines have now become classics in magic, including Flight of the Paper Balls, Helicopter Card, Coins Through The Table, Slydini’s Knotted Silks, The Paper Balls in the Hat and others. No dust jacket on this copy—£40.00

Incredible Shrinking Deck
A regular deck of cards is displayed. Any card is selected and then placed back into the deck. When the deck is spread faces up there is one card face down. However, this one face down card is tiny compared to the rest of the cards. The tiny card is removed from the spread and INSTANTLY becomes a regular size card again and even more amazing… it’s the selected card from before! The entire deck is picked up and then spread again to reveal the ENTIRE DECK has been shrunk! The only regular size card remaining is the same selected card as before! When the deck is picked up again it instantly becomes a regular size deck again showing a normal back and regular size faces! This same deck can be used again to perform a variety of routines to the same audience if desired. The illusion of a regular deck of cards shrinking is now possible! Extra Special Printed Bonus Cards Included For Even More Effects & Routines—£25.00

Colour Match Chips—MERLINS EXCLUSIVE
You show two sets of poker chips. There are four to each set, and each set contains a red, white, blue and green chip. (colour of chips will vary) A spectator selects either set of chips and you take the other set (no force). Both the spectator and you hide your chips behind your backs and mix them thoroughly. To be certain both sets are well mixed, you and the spectator swap sets, unseen and mix them up once again.

You now ask the spectator to bring forward any one of his chips into view from behind his back. As he does this, you also bring forward the matching coloured chip from behind your back. This is repeated with a second chip, and again the colours match. Each of you still have two chips behind your backs, which you again mix. You ask the spectator to conceal one chip in each closed hand, and you both bring your hands forward. When the chips are now checked, both sets of chips match for an amazing finale! Everything can be examined BEFORE and AFTER the effect!

No markings on the chips! No extra chips used! No magnets! Nothing added or taken away—£20.00

The Mummy by Alan Warner
The performer removes the lid from a plain wooden sarcophagus to reveal an Egyptian Mummy reclining in an open coffin. The coffin containing the Mummy is removed and the performer then demonstrates the Mummy’s mysterious power TO FLOAT UNSUPPORTED IN THE COFFIN. The coffin with the floating Mummy is returned to the plain sarcophagus and the lid is replaced. A second sarcophagus is then shown empty, this sarcophagus differing from the first in that it has a decorated lid. The performer states that the Mummy has the power not only to float unaided but also dematerialise and materialize, and goes on to prove this by reopening the plain sarcophagus to reveal that THE COFFIN IS NOW EMPTY. On removing the lid of the decorated sarcophagus, THE MUMMY IS NOW SEEN TO BE INSIDE THIS SARCOPHAGUS. Each beautifully proportioned sarcophagus is made in SOLID TEAK and measures 12 x 5 x 5.4 cms high, an oiled finish preserving the natural wood. The lid of the decorated sarcophagus features A GENUINE HAND-POLISHED GEMSTONE. VERY RARE ITEM—£595.00 SPECIAL PRICE—£495.00
All the items listed are quality used items, as new, and have been specially selected for inclusion here. There is only one of each item so it is strictly first come first served.

**PURE TELEPATHY** by Boris Wild
From the creative mind of FISM winner Boris Wild comes another jewel of card magic. This is one of his favourite card routines that he performed on the famous French TV show "Le Plus Grand Cabaret du Monde"  
**New £35.00 Used £21.00**

**FLUX** by Roddy McGhie
With a gentle wave, right before their disbelieving eyes, random dots and dashes slowly and visually morph into legible text, spelling out the thought of card - Two of Hearts! The signed card is then immediately handed out and can be thoroughly examined.  
**New £30.00 Used £18.00**

**TKO 2.0 Full Bumper Set (2 white gimmicks, 1 black gimmick, booklet and DVD)**
This thing is WICKED! Ideas like this don't come around too often. They have the questions. Do you have the answer? Is it in YOUR OTHER HAND? Can you do that AGAIN? Can you use MY COIN? Yeah, but CAN I SHUFFLE the deck? Can you use MY DECK? TKO 2.0 is THE Answer to all of these questions and more. TKO 2.0 is a utility device that works with any button-up shirt. It allows you to perform all of the clean and visual vanishes of the original TKO while adding the killer card techniques made possible by the Ultimate Card Control Utility (UCCU). The UCCU-and now, TKO 2.0-allows you to secretly yet flawlessly maintain control over one or more cards while the spectator shuffles the deck. The cards can then be produced from the deck or found in an impossible location, such as an envelope that has been in plain sight the entire time.  
**New £75.00 Used £45.00**

**POCKET SPACE PLUS** by Anthony Miller
A spectator cuts an invisible deck of cards. He tells you how many cards he cut off the deck. You remove a business card and a playing card from your wallet. The spectator takes the business card and turns it over. Printed on the back is all 52 cards of the deck. In a random order. With NO repeats! He sees what card is at the cut number. (You don’t know-really!) HE turns over the playing card. It is the same card…You put both back in your ungimmicked wallet Next table? Different number, different card! NO Sleights, NO Gimmicked cards.  
**New £25.00 Used £15.00**

**REWIND** by Mickael Chaterlain
A spectator selects a card from your deck; you fold the card in quarters and have the spectator sign its face. Once the card is signed, you tear it into two, then four pieces. The pieces are clearly separate from each other. You place two of the pieces between your lips and hold the other two at your fingertips. With no possible funny business, you restore the two pieces you were holding in your hands, leaving nothing to hide or add! Take the third piece at your fingertips, and as impossible as it seems, it becomes fused with the rest of the card as you simply hold it in place -- an impossible and very visual restoration. Now bring the card with the missing corner to your lips and the spectators will see the last piece melt into place in full view! Show your hands empty, which they really are, and don't forget to return the card to the spectator, who will confirm that the card is indeed the one he signed.  
**New £80.00 Used £48.00**

This is a very small selection from our ever expanding used magic collection. If you are looking for something in particular please get in touch, we just may be able to help—01924 339933  merlins@btconnect.com
Here at Merlins we have a huge amount of quality used magic, stock is constantly arriving and changing. If you are looking for anything in particular, or if you want to sell your unwanted props, give us a call 01924 339933 and we will be happy to help.
**APEX by Paul Gordon**

A deck of cards is shuffled and two ‘random’ cards are placed face up in full view on the table. The cards are mixed again and a face down ‘mystery’ card is placed on the table also. Two spectators randomly place the face up ‘random’ cards into the deck (they select exactly where the cards should be placed) The deck is then spread face down and separated at the two face up ‘random’ cards creating three face down packets. The card right next to the ‘random’ cards are shown, amazingly, the spectator has found the matching mate cards! First surprise! The magician now turns the face down ‘mystery’ card to reveal and ace, the top card of the middle packet and the two outer packets are flipped over to reveal the other three aces!! Second surprise!! Finally, you come clean and explain that this amazing effect was made possible by using a marked deck. But, you say, that the cards are not marked on the back but on the faces, and with this statement you spread all the remaining cards face up to show they are all the Three of Clubs!!! Third surprise!!! …£20.00

**Magical Appearing Card**

This is a great pocket illusion you can perform with a deck of cards and carry with you at all times. A spectator selects a card from a deck. A blank Halographic disc is presented. With a twist of the Halographic disc the spectator's selected card magically appears on the disc! Amazing and very easy to do—£10.00

**Churchill Crowns and Shell (4 coins and insert)**

These are ideal for any coin routine needing four coins and a shell. The Churchill Coins are approx the same size as a US Dollar, but are a fraction of the price. They are expertly made to a very high standard and will last for many years. Comes with no instructions, but if you know what these are, you will have no trouble finding a suitable routine WAS—£65.00 NOW—£45.00

**MYSTIC SLATE**

A beautiful wooden white board stand, which the performer states contains a prediction, is displayed. The performer now draws 6 ESP symbols or writes 6 city's of the world on the white board and then asks a spectator to call out anyone of them. The choice is completely free and there is absolutely no force of any kind. The spectator is now instructed to remove the drawer from the stand and inside he finds a scroll of paper securely tied with thread. He removes the paper scroll and then reads out what is written on the inside. To the spectator's surprise, the prediction perfectly matches the one which was chosen! The effect is completely self-contained with no palming or sleight of hand required! No force of any kind and the effect can be immediately repeated if desired! The method is totally mechanical with no electronics used! This beautiful effect measures approximately 14cm wide by 21cm tall and 4.5cm deep and is completely hand-crafted of genuine teak with a lightly distressed oil finish—£289.00

**Chip Shot**

The performer presents a small ornate, black granite looking, circular box and removes the lid to reveal chips inside. The performer dumps the three chips into his/her hand and sets the box on the table. Next the chips are shown to have a red spot on both sides. The performer puts the three back in the box and replaces the lid. The spectator is asked to hold their hand out and open. The performer holds the box over the spectator's hand and gives the box a quick, one shake. Out of nowhere, a chip falls onto the open hand of the spectator. The performer removes the lid of the box and dumps only two chips into the spectator's hand. One of the chips penetrated through the bottom of the box. Another possible routine is the performer presents three identical chips and asks the spectator to place it inside of the box. The lid is placed on the box and the performer asks the spectator to hold their hand out. The performer does a quick shake and the chip falls into the spectator's. The lid is removed from the box to show the box is empty. The chip penetrated through the box—£84.95
Hip' N Hop' N Spot by 3D Magic Works

The performer brings forward two stands with ornate covers and places them next to each other, one on the left and one on the right. The left cover has a black magician's hat with white bunny ears, poking out of the top, on the front and the backside and the right has a red magician's hat with white bunny ears, also poking out of the top, on the front and the backside. The performer removes the covers to reveal a colored spot domino under each stand. Under the black hat cover is a domino with black spots and under the red hat cover is a domino with red spots. The performer then spins the two covered stands around (back side now facing front) and switches the place of the two stands, black hat cover & stand is now on the right and red hat cover & stand on the left. When the covers are removed, the red spotted domino is found under the black hat cover and the black spotted domino is seen under the red hat cover. The performer then explains that those pesky rabbits can reverse what they have done. The covered stands are then spun around again and the stands are switched back to the original starting positions, the black hat cover & stand is on the left and the red hat cover & stand on the right. The spectator does not seem to be too impressed and thinks he/she knows what the performer has done. The covered stands are then spun around again and the stands are switched back to the original starting positions, the black hat cover & stand is on the left and the red hat cover & stand on the right. The spectator does not seem to be too impressed and thinks he/she knows what the performer has done. The performer speaks up and says to the performer "All you did was turn the stand around to show that the color spots changed places." The performer then pick up each of the covered stand (one at a time) and, while keeping the same cover side facing the spectator, does an "propeller style spin" and sets the stand back down in the same spot. When finished spinning both covered stands, the covers are removed to show the spots are the same color as before the performer "propeller spun" them. "See, spinning them had no effect on the coloured spots", the spectator says. "No, you turned them around . . . front to back". The performer then spins the un-covered dominoes around to reveal an orange spotted domino and a blue spotted domino. "Those silly rabbits" — £129.95
ODD ONE OUT

A deck of cards is removed from its case and the faces are shown to be a regular deck. The spectator is now asked to name any card – free choice no force – The named card is found and removed from the deck. The deck is turned face down and the backs of the cards are shown, they are all RED. When the spectator’s card is shown, it is the only BLUE card in the deck. Complete with the special deck, no rough and smooth, no sticky stuff, no slights, no forcing, just a great effect that can be repeated with a different card each time. £15.00

Water Crystal by Tenyo

A spectator selects a card from the deck, and remembers it. The magician pours water into a container, and asks the spectator to concentrate on her card as she gazes at the water surface. An image of the selected card magically appears below the water's surface! This gradual appearance, and slow vanish, of a spectator's selected card looks like real magic. In addition to revealing a selected card, it is also possible with Water Crystal to reveal a message of your choice, such as "Congratulations!" - RRP—£25.00 SPECIAL PRICE—£17.50

Don’t Cry For The Star by Masuda

From the Japanese creative genius who took the magical world by storm with “WOW” and REVERSE PREDICTION, Masuda brings us this incredible close up illusion. The performer introduces a packet of cards. He takes a joker which sits on top of the packet revealing the remaining cards have star-shaped hole punched in one corner. The hole is genuine. And the spectator can see right through it. The magician places the Joker on top of the packet and makes a magical gesture. Then the Joker is removed and cleanly shown, amazingly the hole has disappeared. The cards are now completely solid and the packet can be examined. No Sleights, no switches, very easy to do. Comes complete with gimmick card, 16 regular cards, card case, a Joker and instructions………… £29.99
Key Card Mystery by Mark Lee
The spectator freely selects ANY card (no force), signs it and returns it to the pack. You now explain that a magician uses many ways to locate a card in the deck, and you will now show them the most popular. This method is called the 'Key Card Principle'. You explain that one of the cards is very subtly marked. You now fan through the deck and appear shocked to find a card with a shiny key printed on the back! This is shown to be the spectators signed card. You now take the card, and ‘pluck’ the printed key from the back, only for it to change into a SOLID METAL KEY! You place the key on the table, and give the spectator the signed card as a souvenir! Very easy to do. Comes with special deck and gimmick—£20.00

Deluxe Wooden Pool Ball Vase
This classic of magic is beautifully made from choice hardwoods and uses a genuine 2” pool ball. This really is one of the best hand-crafted Ball Vases available on the market today. This model is finely crafted by our own craftsman using the finest materials available and will enhance anyone’s magic collection. Classic Ball Vases sell for many hundreds of pounds when they can be found. You can perform all the moves associated with this classic effect - amazing vanishes, appearances and transformations that generate huge applause! This is made by our own local craftsman here in the UK out of a single piece of hardwood. The pool ball numbers will vary, picture is for illustration purposes only.
NOTE: DUE TO THE NATURAL MATERIALS THE WOOD COLOR MAY VARY. SPECIAL PRICE—£125.00

CASINO ROYALE
A beautiful wooden chest containing four “Casino Royale” chips ($50-$100-$500-$1000) are displayed. While the performer’s back is turned, a spectator is invited to remove any number of the casino chips, place them behind their back and lock the chest. Let’s say, for example, that they remove $650.00 in total. The performer now turns around, holds the chest in full view and immediately announces the exact amount of casino chips that the spectator’s has in their hand! Casino Royale measures approximately 4” wide x 2.5” high x 2.7” deep, (10cms wide, 6.8cms high and 7cms deep) and has been completely handcrafted from natural aged teak wood with a lightly distressed oil finish—£269.00

SAMURAI by Collectors Workshops
“Legend has it that the family of a fallen warrior of a little known Asian tribe would receive a replica of his sword. Mounted in a fixture such as this, it was kept in a prominent place in the family home. For the most part, the display would be cloaked in a protective cloth. (Performer places a silken bag over the display.) On ceremonial occasions, the bag would be removed, and as a gesture of continuing homage, loved ones would remove their rings and place them on the sword. Recently discovered writings suggest that, from time to time, examples of psychokinetic’s would be observed. It’s my intention to attempt such an experiment.” Inviting the spectators to examine the silken bag, the performer covers the sword with it. A borrowed ring, proffered by a willing spectator, vanishes. “Concentrate”, says the performer, “Choose the moment. Make it happen on your command. Say ‘Now’. Then as the spectator says ‘Now’, the unmistakable ping of metal on metal is heard. The ring has arrived. Immediately, the performer pulls the bag from the sword, and there, resting on the sword, which is itself locked in the holder, is the ring! There is no way to describe the effect this has on an audience. It is pure magic, spell-binding and entertaining. The props are first rate; the effect, simple in execution. If you’ve never seen this live, you’re in for a treat, and so is your audience—£200.00
Knights Templar version is now available. It is the same effect but uses a Medieval sword and has a different story line, but still gets a great re-action from any audience!
The Award Winning by John Cornelius - Book
The Award-Winning Magic of John Cornelius. There is no hyperbole in the title of this book, as much of the magic contained here gained its John not only accolades from his peers, but one him one of magic's highest honors—a world prize at F.I.S.M.—as well as being the only American to win the World Championship in Magic in two different categories and the only person to win the International Brotherhood of Magicians Creativity Award three times! John Cornelius is one of magic's most innovative performers and inspired inventors and his effects and routines are in use by magicians the world over. In this long-anticipated book, author Lance Pierce explains John's magic in meticulous detail, covering everything from legendary effects such as "Marked For Life," "The Fickle Nickel" and the ingenious "Shrinking Card Case" to every last nuance of John's world-championship winning card act, "Every Card Trick In The World In Ten Minutes." More than just a magic book, The Award-Winning Magic of John Cornelius is a journey into the mind of one of the foremost magical thinkers of our time, a man many have hailed as a creative genius.

Hardbound with Dust Jacket, 192 pages, fully photo-illustrated—£45.00

SMART GUILLOTINE by Tenyo Magic
Over the decades, magicians have created many tricks that give the illusion of slicing through an object. But SMART GUILLOTINE incorporates a unique design that enables you to clearly display the blade's penetration. It really looks magical! Of course, this prop is completely safe. In addition to the finger chopper, you will also learn an amusing presentation in which you slice through a spectators bank note. The magician invites a spectator to insert her finger into a hole that passes through a transparent frame. He then slides a solid blade into the top slot... and lowers the blade. Magically, the blade penetrates completely through the spectator's finger! It looks exactly as if the finger has been sliced through, but when the magician lifts the blade up, the spectator's finger is completely unharmed. This is a very clever illusion and amazing value — £14.95

MIND TRIP BY MARK LEE
The magician introduces a small metal suit case (about the size of a deck of cards) and a deck of playing cards. He removes the cards from their box and freely shows the faces to be all different and thoroughly mixed. The deck is turned face down as the magician explains that he has written a famous city on the back of each card giving a choice of one of the fifty two most popular cities in the world to visit. A spectator selects a face up card which is placed on view while the magician shows some of the other cards and cities that the spectator could have selected. The spectator turns their selected card over to see for the first time which city they chose, Las Vegas. The magician picks up the small suit case and turns it over to reveal a Las Vegas travel label attached to its side! Not only that, the magician explains that whilst in Vegas he picked up a souvenir from one of the casinos. He opens the small case and shows that it contains a single playing card from one of the famous casinos in Vegas, but not just any card, when the card is turned over it is discovered to be identical to the one selected by the spectator—£22.99

FIRE TO FLOWER BOOK by TORA MAGIC
Magician freely shows a black book to the audience, he opens it to show the pages (the pages are blank and can be personalised to create a theme as you wish) The book is closed and when it is opened a second time it bursts into flames that shoot up from inside! After closing the book to extinguish the flames the magician makes a magical gesture over the book and when he opens it a third time a giant stream of brightly coloured flowers spill from inside! Many other items can be produced from the book to suit many different performers and tastes. This book measures 20cm x 15.5cm x 2cm approx WAS—£125.00  NOW—£95.00
Apocalypse 4 by Harry Lorayne

WE SOMETIMES HAVE A USED COPY - CALL 01924 339933 TO CHECK AVAILABILITY
With over 325 card and close to 70 coin effects, routines, ideas, and over 110 other effects with: bills, bottles, boxes, candles, cardcases, business cards, keys, matchboxes, rings, roses, rubber bands, Scrabble tiles, silks, spoons, balls, shoelaces, thimbles, wallets, gambling demos, sugar packet, book tests, chain loops and more, Apocalypse 4 continues in the tradition of Volumes 1, 2 and 3. The card items in 4 include: An Ace of a Routine, Best Lie Detector, Connect Four, Quick And Direct, Spectator Guesses Better, Expert Full Deck Overhand, Fabulous Change, Royal Poker Deal, Three Before, Three Proofs, Collectors Addition, Heavy Breather, Lightning Aces, Memory Man, My Second Keeper, Amazing Commute, Daredevils Match, Killer PokerDeal Demo, Perfect Match, Cheek Turner, Heat, Houdinis Hand, Many Faces of a Woman, Twister, Variations And Additions, and on and on. The Coin items include: Essence of the Coin, Coin In Bottle, Swirl Assembly and Backfire, The Magic Coin, Coin Explosion, Bottle Piggy Bank, The Ambitious Coin, BounceBack Sleevng, Curious, Watch It!, Sweet Ten, Cointrol, NoneAhead Matrix, Off On A Bender, Wow!, CopperSilver Triple Play, NoTable Coins Across, Numismatic Nightmare, CoinRoll Vanish, More Direct Than Ever, Cent From Hell, and on and on.—£79.95

THE SECRET BOX

The Secret Box....what could be inside? Try to imagine what's inside this small tin. You give it a shake and you feel there's something inside. Perhaps you may think it is a ring or a coin. But, after you look inside be ready to be fooled! This trick is so deceptive, it will even fool magicians! You can even hand this item out for inspection for the most skeptical of observers to examine—£9.99

The Vernon Chronicles more lost inner secrets volume 2
Rare and interesting Vernon memorabilia photographed so you can enjoy it over the years. Over 50 Vernon routines, 27 historical photographs, 177 illustrations, 280 pages. Here's a complete listing of the contents: Foreword - Bill Larsen Introduction - Bruce Cervon Author's Introduction - Stephen Minch Vernonana Portfolio - Robin Young—£50.00

STOP RIGHT THERE by Al Smith
A spectator cuts a deck of cards, and from the cut-off point (no, it’s not a cross-cut force, its genuine) he deals face up and stops ANYTIME. He stops on say, an eight. The card before that might be a five and the card after might be a three. He deals eight cards, matching the number of spots on the card stopped at. Five or three would have led him elsewhere, but the eighth card matches the performer’s prediction card exactly. No switches, no sleights, prediction is with the spectator before the trick starts. Comes with wallet, instructions, Bicycle gimmicks and instructional DVD—RRP—£15.00
SPECIAL PRICE—£10.00

SPECIAL VANISHING DIE BY TORA MAGIC
First, the magician shows the audience a big dice (21cm by 21cm) and turns it around to let the spectators see it. Then the dice is covered with a cloth. After removing the cloth, the dice has vanished, leaving birds, rabbits, bowl of fish or anything else that can fit into the space inside. This is a really good effect, that the audience will remember long after your show is over...RRP—£245.00 SPECIAL PRICE—£195.00
ULTIMATE CARD DAGGER by MAGIC WAGON
A card is selected from a deck, remembered and returned. The deck is shuffled. The performer brings out an attractive wooden dagger and announces that he will spring all of the cards into the air and stab the selected card out of the cascading cards. This happens as described and at the end, the selected card is seen impaled on the blade of the dagger. Please note that this is a very cool and clever mechanical piece and not to be confused with a normal Card Sword. With this version, the card is really impaled on the blade. The dagger is approximately 13.5 inches in length and is completely hand-crafted from genuine teak—£215.00

SPECIAL FIRE BOX BY TORA MAGIC
The magician shows a rectangular frame to the audience, it can clearly be seen through and is unmistakably empty. The magician places his arm in and through The Tora Special Box suddenly, the box sets on fire, but that's not all…Once the flames are extinguished, the magician can produce a living dove from the same box which was engulfed in flame only moments before! You can also produce silks or flowers etc. from the box if you do not use livestock. ...RRP—£195.00 SPECIAL PRICE £125.00

CHINESE TAKEAWAY COINS
You show a Red and Black Chinese coin in your hand. You place the Red one in your pocket, but when you open your hand, both coins are still there. You repeat the effect with the Black one, and the same happens. You now put the Red Coin in your pocket, but amazingly, when you open your hand, the two coins are still there. You now take the Black Coin, and again place this in your pocket, and get the spectator to blow on your closed hand. When you now open it, the Red Coin has VANISHED. Super visual for all conditions—£25.00

STARLIGHT
The magician appoints a spectator as an assistant. Another spectator is asked to select a card. Everyone, except the magician and the assistant, see the card and remember it. Let's say that the selection is Seven of Diamonds. The spectator puts the card back in the middle of deck. Magician explains that riffling deck makes the card information rise to the top of deck. He riffls the deck, and then gives the top card to the assistant. Let's say that the top card is King of Clubs. The assistant receives the King of Clubs and looks at it carefully. When magician asks the assistant about the spectator's card, the assistant reveals it correctly - the answer is Seven of Diamonds. You will marvel at the cleverness of this incredible precision made gimmick card, in fact you will probably not be able to find the gimmick yourself at first….£15.00

MERLINS COIN SAFE
The magician displays a small wooden box. The box is opened and a coin can be seen inside. The box is passed to a spectator and they are asked to remove the coin. Try as they may they cannot open the box. The magician retrieves the box and opens the box instantly! The open box is handed back to the spectator for them to close...now they cannot close the box—£25.00

TOTAL SERENDIPITY by Magic Wagon
Two spectators are selected at random from your audience. They are then invited to pick up a mini deck of major Arcana tarot cards, examine and then thoroughly shuffle them. Now, each spectator is instructed to deal the tarot cards face up one at a time, counting aloud as they do so. Unbelievably, all of the 22 cards in each deck match exactly in perfect order, all the way through! The cards are genuinely shuffled by the spectators! The cards are not gimmicked in any way! At no time does the performer touch the cards! Total Serendipity measures approximately 23cms wide, 3.5cms high and 18.5cms deep and has been completely handcrafted from natural aged teak wood with a lightly distressed oil finish….£329.00
FIFTY GREATEST LIGHT ILLUSIONS

Create astounding and dazzling light effects at your fingertips with this set from Marvin's Magic. Includes the best selling Lights From Anywhere set plus other incredible light illusions to delight your audiences. A superb and exclusive collection of the fifty greatest light illusions. The dazzling magic set contains the amazing Red Lights from Anywhere props, the Cascading Light bag and a full routine with the classic Sponge Balls. Available in adult or Junior size, please select when ordering—£35.00 SPECIAL PRICE—£25.00

SPECIAL PRICE

DELUXE WOODEN BALL VASE WITH GENUINE BILLIARD BALL

This classic of magic is beautifully made from wood and uses a REAL genuine 2" red snooker ball. Often available with a lighter ball, this really is one of the best Ball Vases available on the market today. Often available in different styles, this model is finely crafted from the best materials and will enhance anyone's magic collection. These often sell for many hundreds of pounds when they can be found. This is made by a local craftsman in the UK and will only be made in small quantities due to the difficult nature of producing the billiard ball—SPECIAL PRICE £99.95

SPECIAL PRICE

OOPS Just Cards by Paul Hallas - Book

OOPS Just Cards contains over 40 card tricks that amuse, amaze and cause jaws to drop! It always entertains, as the author (a professional entertainer) puts his own spin not only on classic plots, but on some that are more obscure.

"Love your take on my 'Eight of Diamonds Trick' and 'Diminishing Not Likely.'"
- Paul Gordon

"My personal favorites are, 'Buddha's Card to Wallet,' 'Like Clockwork,' 'Here, There and in the Air,' and 'The Imaginary Card.'"
- Joseph Kovaks

Please note, this material is NOT intended for the complete beginner in magic but rather other professional magicians and serious hobbyists who perform card magic already—£25.00

SPECIAL PRICE

Magic Trick Bottles

Soothe your magical thirst with Uncle Rob's Original Root Beer Trick. This interactive effect keeps spectators guessing if the bottle is right side up or upside down in a unique game of copycat. Everything needed to perform this effect is included. Illustrated directions help you master this effect for stunning performances.

PRODUCT DETAILS:
Bottles 4.25 in. tall Shells 4.75 in. tall - JUST—£12.00

SPECIAL PRICE

Imagination by T.G Murphy - Book

T.G. Murphy not only teaches tricks and flourishes in Imagination, but he also tried to teach how to create your own sleights and magic so that you will never again be dependent on others for your card work. This is taught throughout the book. T.G.’s Mid-Air Triple Cut is fully explained in Imagination. This has become his trademark and a benchmark for others. Over the years, this flourish has become known by many different names. There are many ways to do this flourish improperly and only one way to do it correctly. In his next book, there will be many advancements taught with this flourish and the only way one will succeed with these new flourishes is if they have the proper technique for the Mid-Air Triple Cut—£40.00

Click Here for details

Click Here for details
TEMPLE OF DIVINATION by Magic Wagon

The performer displays a beautiful wooden cabinet along with three wooden blocks, numbered 1, 2 and 3. While the performer’s back is turned, a spectator is invited to arrange the blocks in any order and then close the door of the cabinet. The performer now turns around and asks the spectator to place the cabinet onto his open hands; immediately the performer reveals the correct order of the blocks inside! This elegant illusion is fully automatic with no sleight of hand involved to make the divination! The effect is entirely self-contained and nothing is added or taken away! A multiple-phases routine can also be performed and it can be immediately repeated with a different outcome! The effect is performed in full view and the cabinet never leaves the view of the spectator, not even for an instant! No electronics or batteries are involved as it incorporates an ingenious and very clever mechanical mechanism!...£299.00

Dream Psychometry by Tenyo Magic

The magician displays a card with fourteen different items printed on it and asks a spectator to think of one of the items that he strongly desires. Then the magician brings out four different cards all of which have some of the same items printed on them. Without looking at the cards the magician asks the spectator to look and see if the item he's selected is on the cards. The spectator is then asked to concentrate strongly on the item he's chosen. During this time, the magician who never saw the cards, reads the spectator's mind and correctly divines the chosen item—£20.00

Oriental conjuring and magic by Will Ayling - Book

Conjuring and Magic is a comprehensive guide to exciting and unique Magic stemming from magicians throughout Asia. The actual methods used by these magicians are described in full detail. There are effects in this collection that do not appear in any other printed book. Out of Print. Supreme Magic Edition / England—£50.00

POCKET CHOP CUP OUTFIT WITH TRAINING DVD

Make balls appear and disappear from the Chop Cup by Magic Makers. This magical cup is precision made for the professional magician as well as those just starting in magic. What you will get...The Magic Makers Chop Cup, A set of special red knit balls and a set of rubber bounce balls (final load) Instructional magic training course for fast learning to make the magic happen—£25.00

Five times Five Scotland Book by Peter Duffie

Five Times Five - Scotland written by Peter Duffie The "Five Times Five" series, started with the Japan edition, continues with Five Times Five-Scotland. The Scotland edition contains effects from Roy Walton, Gordon Bruce, Steve Hamilton, George McBride, Gaven Ross, R. Paul Wilson and Peter Duffie and others, with three tricks from each of ten magicians—a five times five bonus! Hardbound with Dust Jacket, 126 pages.—£35.00

Collectors Dice Stacking Set

Here at Merlins we are proud to offer to our customers a beautifully hand turned solid wooden dice cup together with four genuine casino dice from Las Vegas all housed in a custom made velvet drawstring bag. We supply you with Wooden Cup, 4 Casino Dice and instructions to get you started. There are many more books and DVD’s available. These are in limited supply, so do not miss out...£45.00
**MOney Maker ILLusion**
A one of magic's oldest tricks is now being made in the highest quality by Magic Makers. Magically roll across the bill in the *money maker* transforming it into another bill; highly visual! Can be used with many different bills to do the transformation. Easy to use. Own a piece of magic history!
There have been lots of variations built and manufactured over the years, but the S.S. Adams Co. probably made more versions of the money maker than anyone else.
As far as the very first? Bart Whaley in his *Encyclopedic Dictionary of Magic* says that a money maker was marketed in W.F. Hamley's catalog in 1882 as "The Marvelous Printing Machine." - RRP—£59.95 **SPECIAL PRICE—£49.95**

**KubiKA**
A small, slotted, oblong block is placed inside a cover with a similar slot in it, and a length of ribbon is then threaded through both the cover and the block. The cover, with the threaded block inside it, is suspended from the middle of the ribbon. On command, the block penetrates the ribbon and falls out of the cover, leaving the cover still suspended from the ribbon. The cover is beautifully done in gloss black and white lacquers with black trim, the block in black lacquer, and the remaining prop, the ribbon, is a bright orange in colour.
PLEASE NOTE : THE RIBBON WITH THIS IS BLUE AS PER THE PICTURES—£195.00

**Economicon by Al Smith**
A spectator chooses a book and names any page; he looks at the first word at the top of the page. Performer names the word! No questions asked. It really is that direct. Spectator chooses a book and opens it at any page. He notes a word ANYWHERE on EITHER of the two pages facing him. Performer names the word! This can be miraculous if presented correctly......... this book test is a bargain" - Dave Jones. Everything is supplied. Two specially written examinable paper back books, with full colour covers, detailed instructions and performance suggestions. Simply the best book test around. "Hi, Just bought the "Economicon" off you today. "Absolutely brilliant" PL - Preston
"If I was still doing mind-reading this would be straight in the act" - Duncan Trillo…
- £80.00

**100% Sankey Book by Jay Sankey**
After many requests, Kaufman and Company is reprinting one of its most famous books - 100% Sankey. Written and illustrated by Richard Kaufman, in hardcovers with dustjackets, and almost 100 pages. Printed on acid-free paper guaranteed to last a lifetime and beyond. 100% Sankey has never been reprinted since its original appearance in 1990. This treasure trove of Jay Sankey material utilizes cards, coins, keys, straws, chopsticks, and much more. This is vintage Sankey--some of the best magic he's ever developed—£35.00

**Practical Holdout by Mark Lee**
There are lots of different types of ‘Holdouts’ on the market. Mark Lee has bought most of them, spending hundreds of pounds, but never quite managed to get one that he was totally satisfied with. After many years of research, he got together everything needed, and made his own! With the ‘Practical Holdout’ you can produce, vanish or switch any small object such as coins, dice, silk etc. Show your hands clean at the start and end of each effect. Using the ‘Practical Holdout’ will make you look like a real magician! The ‘Practical Holdout’ comes complete with gimmicks and instructional DVD - you just supply the objects and you will be amazing your audience in no time…RRP—£65.00 **SPECIAL PRICE—£50.00**
Black Scorpion Deck
The Black Scorpion Deck is a two-toned black and yellow poker deck, the first of its kind! This deck features yellow and white pips. Beyond the 52 standard cards, this deck holds ONE JOKER & extra gaff cards sure to take your card work to a whole new level—£12.00

A close up Kinda Guy by Paul Harris
When Paul Harris teaches you to become a CLOSE UP KINDA GUY, you'll learn weird and secret things that will inspire you to shuffle your very own fingers into a deck, produce an impromptu pyramid right out of the pack, discover chocolate in a borrowed coin, unscrew your deck like a custom pool cue, and pick-up some of the most beautiful women in the world with a seductive presentation of the double lift. If you're the KINDA GUY who wants to experience Whirlpool—the most diabolical destruction of a card since Cardboard Connection.-or- If you're the KINDA GUY who's determined to learn "A Simple Switch"-the most extravagant flourish for making two cards change places ever devised.-or-If you're simply the KINDA GUY who wants to be near the kindguy who creates, performs and writes the kinda close-up that'll put a song in your heart, a smile on your face, and a party in your close-up case...then-You're the KINDA GUY who won't be happy until he personally owns and jealously guards these secrets—£45.00

Uprising by Richard Sanders
A Master Class on the Impromptu Rising Card Miracle!
This project represents 15 years of research, thought, experimentation and practice into one of the greatest card effects for the modern conjuror. This project is not a fly by night, pipe dream. Uprising is a solid workhorse of a technique. The eerie, slow motion rise can be performed in any situation and even surrounded. On this DVD nothing is held back. You will be privy to all the inside work on this amazing underground technique. Sanders explains the rise in every scenario with thoughts on angles, performing conditions, subtleties and more. Using this with Uprising creates a truly eerie piece of magic. In addition to the DVD training you also receive a custom black silk.
Features:
The one hand rise—The two hand rise—The hank rise—Thought of card rise—Thought of card technique session—Miracle psychology—and more Use any deck—No gimmicks Perform surrounded. Includes 60 minute training DVD Custom black cloth RRP—£20.00 SPECIAL PRICE—£10.00

DRIFT by Mark Lee
A deck is freely shown face up and down. A card is freely named; the spectator can change their mind if they wish. The card is returned to the deck. So far, a standard procedure. But, the magician now states that he is not going to find the selected card but loose the rest?! With this, he begins to show all the cards to be completely blank, except one……the selection!! All of a sudden the selection also turns blank leaving the magician with 52 blank cards. No Sticky Cards, No Rough & Smooth, No Forcing and VERY easy to do. Comes complete with special deck…£22.00

ORIENTAL ESCAPE
A solid metal Chinese coin is made to magically penetrate onto a satin ribbon, even while the ends of the ribbon are held by a spectator. The centre of the ribbon can be tucked into your pocket leaving the ends in full view. And when the coin is dropper into the pocket it instantly becomes threaded onto the ribbon. The coin visibly and mysteriously penetrates straight through an handkerchief and finally the coin amazingly arrived back into the folds of the handkerchief that the spectator is holding! Very easy to use and extremely adaptable. Great value at only…£15.00
**SANKEY 2015 Props and DVD Instructions**

*Featuring 26 street-tested tricks, from among Jay's most performed effects over the past 10 years. All visually-driven, and extremely practical.

*PLUS 8 of Jay's most devious + powerful custom-made gimmicks (Over £100.00 VALUE!) *MAGIC + MENTALISM FOR ALL SKILL LEVELS. Some easy effects. Some more challenging. And ALL required sleights are explained in detail.

*AMAZING VALUE. Includes £100+ worth of custom-made gimmicks. PLUS a monster DVD **almost 2 HOURS IN LENGTH.**

**Complete list of the jaw-dropping effects:**

**ESP by Wayne Dobson**

Five ESP cards are removed from a wallet, along with a small round disc with a question mark, and a small sign with 'ESP' printed on it. You explain that you are about to conduct an experiment in ESP, and give the spectator the round disc, and ask them to drop it on ANY ESP card they wish. You give them the option of changing their minds, and they can, or leave the disc on the original card. Under these impossible conditions, you now show that you had predicted their selection Includes cards, wallet and instructional DVD - **£20.00**

**LIL CHOP CUP by 3D Magic Works**

This is a standard Chop Cup, but in miniature . . .it is a Lil Chop Cup. The performer can perform the standard Chop Cup routine in addition to several other routines that would not be possible with a larger cup. The Lil Chop Cup is fantastic for those performers who wish to perform a Chop Cup routine, but find carrying a standard size Chop Cup a bit bulky. The stand with the octagonal cover houses the Chop Cup to display in a nice classy way. The octagonal cover is not any ordinary cover, it is actually another unique functioning Chop Cup in itself, if so desired. The cover and stand are also used for the standard routine which is included with the Lil Chop Cup — **£54.95**

**NO CAMERA TRICKS by Mark Lee**

Four cards of the same value, eg the Jacks, are openly displayed face up. The backs are then shown, and all appear to be blue. The faces then ‘vanish’ leaving four blank cards. Next, the faces reappear, but the backs have all changed to red. You explain that no camera tricks are used, and to prove this, you produce from the four cards a sign saying 'NO CAMERA TRICKS'. Finally you reveal that it is all done with mirrors, and show that the rest of the cards have indeed, changed into card sized mirrors — **£18.00**

**DOUBLE PRODUCTION CRYSTAL BOX BY TORA MAGIC**

Here's a great production box that can magically produce items TWICE! The production happen VISUALLY with out any cover! You begin by showing an elegant crystal clear empty box to the audience. Suddenly and visually, colourful flowers appear, filling the box! The flowers are removed so that the box is once again empty. Then, wham! The box is now filled with money - loads of bank notes! ...RRP — £150.00 **SPECIAL PRICE— £125.00**
**FLY N’ COLOURS by 3D Magic Works**

A blank paddle is presented and shown front and back. The performer explains to the spectator that this is a unique paddle in which whatever is placed on one side will also appear on the reverse side of the paddle. The performer places the red button on the paddle and instantly shows that there is now a red button on both sides of the paddle. Next the yellow button is placed on the paddle and again it is shown to have appeared on both sides. Finally, the green button is placed on the paddle and now all three colours are on both sides of the paddle. The performer then removes the two red buttons from both sides and places them on the table, then the two yellow and finally the two green buttons. This is such a versatile paddle that the above routine can be performed where the round buttons all change into square buttons, then remove the square buttons one at a time until the paddle is blank on both sides and then going right into the above routine with the multiplying round buttons. You will be sure to figure out many of your own routines with this wonderful set as other smaller metallic items may be used with this paddle. The display stand for this paddle opens in order to store the different coloured buttons. The Fly ’N Colours paddle is approximately twice the size as any of the other 3D Magic Works paddles. The light brown parts of this set are 3D printed using a beautiful filament that has been infused with genuine wood. The buttons are 3D printed using a unique filament infused with iron particles…£69.95…Introductory Offer—£59.95

![Deluxe Band Catcher](image)

**SMOOTH OPERATOR BY LIAM FOX**

The performer shows an Ace and two Jokers, and baffles the spectator as the Ace is never where is seems. Then, the Ace is turned face up and placed in between the two Jokers where it VISIBLY melts down to the bottom, where it can be taken out and cleanly shown. It is placed on the bottom, again face up, and it rises up to become sandwiched between the two Jokers! Finally, the Ace is turned face down and mixed with the two Jokers. Each card is now dealt down to show there are three Jokers and the Ace has completely vanished. All self contained, with written and DVD instructions this is a brilliant effect from the Amazing Mr Fox—£15.00

![Deluxe Band Catcher](image)

**Deluxe Band Catcher (Collectors Quality)**

You show, a beautifully turned wooden tube, that has a hole in one end, and the ends of a rubber band sticking out at the other. Into the hole you place a wooden plunger with a hook on it. You demonstrate how easy it is to hook the plunger onto the rubber band. When you hand it to a spectator, they just can’t get it to hook on. This is a classic effect, hand turned from choice hard wood, these are the best you can get!...£15.00

![Deluxe Band Catcher](image)

**BALL AND DICE BY TORA MAGIC**

This is a great new effect, you begin by showing two square bases, on one rests a ball, the other holds a yellow die. A square cover is lowered over each item. After a magical gesture, the covers are lifted and the die and ball have changed places. This can be repeated as much as you like. Then the covers are lifted once again and yellow die is found under each! The covers are lowered again, this time a blue die appears under each!! Finally, a bright red die appears under each cover!! Very easy to perform and offers you lots of scope for routining. RRP—£195.00 SPECIAL PRICE—£99.00
CHARMING by Mark Lee
The Magician/Mentalist introduces ten cards to his spectators. Each card is printed with the image of a ‘Lucky Charm’ items considered to bring good luck. An envelope containing a prediction is placed in full view or handed to a spectator to keep hold of. The ten charm cards are dealt through to allow the spectators to see all the different images. A spectator is asked to merely think of any number from one to ten (inclusive). The charm cards are dealt through again, this time asking the spectator to remember the image which lands at his thought of number. The Magician/Mentalist looks at the spectator and reveals the mentally thought of number, the lucky charm in the spectator’s mind and finally shows the prediction inside the envelope which is seen to be a card printed with the matching charm!

Three direct hits without anything being spoken or written down by the spectator! Can be repeated with a different outcome and is very easy to do, in fact it is virtually self-working…£20.00

ELITE RAINBOW DECK
An unusual deck, as all the cards have different back designs. The Magician places two cards face up to act as predictions. Two cards are now selected by spectators, and amazingly, the selected cards match the predictions. Not only the back designs, the faces match too. For the knockout climax, the deck is spread face up, and is seen to consist entirely of duplicate BLACK cards, the spectators have managed to locate the only RED cards in the deck! All the cards are top quality playing cards from The US Playing Card Company and Limited edition decks - £20.00

DIE TO CRYSTAL CUBE THEN TO 4 CAGES BY TORA
This is an amazing production item that packs into one box for ease of transportation. You show a white dice, which you place into a box. A wave of the hand, and the dice now changes to a clear see through box containing brightly coloured balls. This is now placed back in the box, and in an instance, the box is opened, and a solid cage is produced. Then another cage appears, then another, and finally a forth cage is produced! All this comes from just the one box, and can be done surrounded. The box is a cube measuring approx 25cm in size. Ideal for kids or adult shows, this gets a great re-action RRP—£395.00 SPECIAL PRICE—£295.00

HOUDINI’S THE GREAT ESCAPE by Mark Lee
The magician displays three cards, one with a picture of the famous escapologist ‘Houdini’ and two others with pictures of turn of the century ‘constables’. The three cards are placed together, with ‘Houdini’ in the middle, and are given to the spectator to hold. A handkerchief is now placed over the cards, to illustrate how Houdini could escape from the most impossible situations. The handkerchief is then removed to show only two cards remain – Houdini has gone! You now reproduce Houdini from your pocket, wallet or anywhere you choose. All the cards can now be fully examined without ‘Houdin’s’ secret being revealed! No Thread, No Magnets, No sticky Stuff, No flap cards, Easy to perform…..£12.00

SUDDER SLIDING CLOCK BOX BY TORA MAGIC
This is your classic Die Box routine using a classy wooden clock. This amazing prop comes with all the bells and whistles, including sliding noise in the base, double locking false panel doors on each side of the box to make the clock appear and disappear as you want. It has the split apart feature so that you can create an even more magical presence separating the two compartments from each other. Comes with a full clock for the classic reappearance of the clock in another location, like paper bag, hat etc RRP—£245.00 SPECIAL PRICE—£225.00

COLLECTORS MAGIC WANDS WITH CORIAN TIPS
These beautiful wands are ideal for magic. Well balanced and made from several types of wood including Black Walnut, Mahogany, Acacia and Maple, each one is different. With varying coloured Corian tips, there is sure to be one for you—SPECIAL PRICE—£20.00

ELITE RAINBOW DECK
An unusual deck, as all the cards have different back designs. The Magician places two cards face up to act as predictions. Two cards are now selected by spectators, and amazingly, the selected cards match the predictions. Not only the back designs, the faces match too. For the knockout climax, the deck is spread face up, and is seen to consist entirely of duplicate BLACK cards, the spectators have managed to locate the only RED cards in the deck! All the cards are top quality playing cards from The US Playing Card Company and Limited edition decks - £20.00

DIE TO CRYSTAL CUBE THEN TO 4 CAGES BY TORA
This is an amazing production item that packs into one box for ease of transportation. You show a white dice, which you place into a box. A wave of the hand, and the dice now changes to a clear see through box containing brightly coloured balls. This is now placed back in the box, and in an instance, the box is opened, and a solid cage is produced. Then another cage appears, then another, and finally a forth cage is produced! All this comes from just the one box, and can be done surrounded. The box is a cube measuring approx 25cm in size. Ideal for kids or adult shows, this gets a great re-action RRP—£395.00 SPECIAL PRICE—£295.00

HOUDINI’S THE GREAT ESCAPE by Mark Lee
The magician displays three cards, one with a picture of the famous escapologist ‘Houdini’ and two others with pictures of turn of the century ‘constables’. The three cards are placed together, with ‘Houdini’ in the middle, and are given to the spectator to hold. A handkerchief is now placed over the cards, to illustrate how Houdini could escape from the most impossible situations. The handkerchief is then removed to show only two cards remain – Houdini has gone! You now reproduce Houdini from your pocket, wallet or anywhere you choose. All the cards can now be fully examined without ‘Houdin’s’ secret being revealed! No Thread, No Magnets, No sticky Stuff, No flap cards, Easy to perform…..£12.00

SUDDER SLIDING CLOCK BOX BY TORA MAGIC
This is your classic Die Box routine using a classy wooden clock. This amazing prop comes with all the bells and whistles, including sliding noise in the base, double locking false panel doors on each side of the box to make the clock appear and disappear as you want. It has the split apart feature so that you can create an even more magical presence separating the two compartments from each other. Comes with a full clock for the classic reappearance of the clock in another location, like paper bag, hat etc RRP—£245.00 SPECIAL PRICE—£225.00

CHARMING by Mark Lee
The Magician/Mentalist introduces ten cards to his spectators. Each card is printed with the image of a ‘Lucky Charm’ items considered to bring good luck. An envelope containing a prediction is placed in full view or handed to a spectator to keep hold of. The ten charm cards are dealt through to allow the spectators to see all the different images. A spectator is asked to merely think of any number from one to ten (inclusive). The charm cards are dealt through again, this time asking the spectator to remember the image which lands at his thought of number. The Magician/Mentalist looks at the spectator and reveals the mentally thought of number, the lucky charm in the spectators mind and finally shows the prediction inside the envelope which is seen to be a card printed with the matching charm!

Three direct hits without anything being spoken or written down by the spectator! Can be repeated with a different outcome and is very easy to do, in fact it is virtually self-working…£20.00

COLLECTORS MAGIC WANDS WITH CORIAN TIPS
These beautiful wands are ideal for magic. Well balanced and made from several types of wood including Black Walnut, Mahogany, Acacia and Maple, each one is different. With varying coloured Corian tips, there is sure to be one for you—SPECIAL PRICE—£20.00

ELITE RAINBOW DECK
An unusual deck, as all the cards have different back designs. The Magician places two cards face up to act as predictions. Two cards are now selected by spectators, and amazingly, the selected cards match the predictions. Not only the back designs, the faces match too. For the knockout climax, the deck is spread face up, and is seen to consist entirely of duplicate BLACK cards, the spectators have managed to locate the only RED cards in the deck! All the cards are top quality playing cards from The US Playing Card Company and Limited edition decks - £20.00
Four Seen By Wayne Dobson
Basically, four cards are chosen by four separate spectators and you reveal them in an amusing and baffling manner with a big and I mean BIG finish. Wayne has taken the old classic magicians insurance policy and brought it bang up to date. We are very pleased to have purchased the EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS to this workers gem from Wayne and offer it to our customers. You receive two specially printed folding prediction banners and the all important routine from Wayne…..SPECIAL PRICE WITH DECK—£15.00

SHORT, PUNCHY AND MENTAL by Andy Nyman
These are Andy's first set of notes and are packed full of strong, easy to do mentalism effects. Trust me - you will want these notes! Featuring: Deep Red Prediction, No Way Out, Witness for the Prosecution (as performed with Derron Brown at Andy's fantastic International Lecture) M.O.B. Billet Routine, Homicide, Take the Money and Run and Magicians Graphology. SHORT, PUNCHY, AND MENTAL. Top quality professional material for just…£12.00

WE BUY USED MAGIC
To order from this preview contact us either by post, e-mail, phone or online at www.merlinswakefield.co.uk. We accept all major credit cards or you can send a cheque/postal order made payable to MERLINS.
PLEASE NOTE POSTAGE as follows:
All items are sent at purchases risk unless insurance is paid.
up to £25 add £2.95, up to £75 add £3.95, over £75 (and up to 2KG small parcel) sent FREE
PLEASE NOTE RATES FOR HEAVIER AND BULKIER ITEMS:
(2KG-5KG medium parcel = £9.95) 48 Hour Delivery, (Over 5KG £12.95 ) 48 Hour Delivery
ALL ITEMS SENT AT PURCHASERS RISK UNLESS INSURANCE IS PAID
Add £5.95 for insurance up to £500
PRICES ONLY VALID TILL 30th September 2019 (or whilst stocks last)
Orders are checked and dispatched, on day of receipt where possible, items not in stock may take up to 28 days for delivery. Although we obtain proof of posting, goods are sent at purchase's own risk, unless insurance is paid.
OVERSEAS PLEASE CONTACT US FOR POSTAGE CHARGES
All items are correct at time of printing, but may be altered without notice. All offers are limited and may be withdrawn at any time. Due to the nature of magic, your main cost is the secret of the effect. This means that no item will be exchanged, except where the item is faulty, whereby it will be exchanged for the same item. FAULTY ITEMS MUST BE NOTIFIED TO US WITHIN 7 DAYS OF RECEIPT
MERLINS
15 The Springs, Wakefield, West Yorkshire, WF1 1QE
Tel : 01924 339933
email : merlins@btconnect.com
www.merlinswakefield.co.uk
E & O excluded
IF YOU NO LONGER WISH TO RECEIVE THIS FROM US: email merlins@btconnect.com or call us on 01924 339933 and we will remove you from our list. If you have not purchased from us within the last 12 months we will automatically remove your details from our listings.